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Abstract Allowing for the interfacial potential distribu-
tion it can be shown that the apparent faradaic electron
number, n’app, of ad-layers of chemically modified elec-
trodes and the surface redox valency, n’, relating to the
slope of the peak potential/pH response [Huck (2002) J
Solid State Electrochem 6:534] are at least identical,
having the same thermodynamic origin. n’app is calcu-
lated from the cyclovoltammetric (CV) peak areas above
the interpolated base line. At mHþ¼n for proton-coupled
surface redox reactions, the influence of the potential
drop of the diffuse double layer disappears because the
capacitor of the corresponding equivalent circuit be-
comes shortened by proton transfer, whereby the
otherwise non-integer n’app or n’ values now approach
the integer electron numbers, n, of the Nernst equation.

Keywords Chemically modified electrodes Æ Cyclic
voltammetry Æ Double layer Æ Adsorption

Introduction

It has been reported previously that the CV peak area
above the interpolated base line of a redox active
adsorbate corresponds to an apparent charge Qapp,
which is smaller than the theoretical faradaic charge Q
[1]. The calculation originated from the capacitive
equivalent circuit consisting of two capacitors arranged
in parallel with redox pseudocapacitance, Cps, and the
inherent capacitance, C1, of the redox-inactive back-
bone. C1 and Cps should be in series with the diffuse-
layer capacitance, Cd. That simplified equivalent circuit
corresponds to the interfacial potential distribution
(IPD) model of self-assembled monolayers reported by
Smith and White [2], whereby discreteness-of-charge

effects [3, 4] and possible ion-pairing equilibria with
counterions [5, 6] were not taken into consideration.

In this study the former calculations referring to
reversible redox reactions without protonation, i.e.

Oþne��Rn� ð1Þ

are extended to proton-coupled electron transfers
according to

OþmHþ þ ne��RHðm�nÞþ ð2Þ

It will be shown that in the special case of m=n the
CVs are no longer influenced by the diffuse double layer.
Earlier experiments [1, 7] with flavin adenine dinucleo-
tide (FAD) adsorbed onto graphite electrodes were
reinterpreted.

Theoretical considerations

The influence of interfacial potential distribution

The Nernst equation of redox reaction (2) can be written
as

E ¼ E00 þ /1 þ
RT
nF

lnðCOcm
Hþ=CRÞ ð3Þ

including

cHþ ¼ c0;Hþ expð�F /1=RT Þ ð4Þ

where E00is a formal potential of the surface redox
reaction dependent on the adsorption coefficients and
lateral interaction parameters [1] of the redox couple and
c0,H the bulk concentration of H+. u1 refers to the po-
tential drop of the diffuse double layer [2]. The other
symbols have their usual significance. Equation (4) ac-
counts for the concentration of the protons at the ad-
layer as a function of u1. The following derivation
originates from the non-measurable Galvani potentials
uM of the electrode and u1=uPET=uPPT at the plane of
electron or proton transfer, respectively, with respect to
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the solution potentials uS=0. Setting U=U1+U2=
uM)uS for the entire potential drop at the interface with
U1=uM)u1 and U2=u1)uS=u1, Eq. (3) becomes in
the absence of lateral interaction at CT=C0+CR fi 0

U ¼ U0 þ ð1� m=nÞ/1 þ
RT
nF

lnðCOcm
0;Hþ=CRÞ ð5Þ

where U0 is the inner potential drop at CO=CR. Fur-
thermore, U1 and U2=u1 can be expressed as functions
of C1 and Cd: outside of the CV wave at Cps=0 the total
capacitance CT of the double layer is given by

1=CT ¼ 1=C1 þ 1=Cd ð6Þ

whereas the relative potential drops are

U1=U ¼ CT=C1 ¼ 1=ð1=C1 þ 1=CdÞC1 ¼ 1=ð1þ C1=CdÞ
ð7Þ

and

U2=U ¼ /1=U ¼ CT=Cd ¼ 1=ð1=C1 þ 1=CdÞCd

¼ 1=ð1þ Cd=C1Þ ð8Þ

As presented in [1] Eq. (7) also applies to the relative
apparent charge Qapp/Q over the interpolated base line.
It follows that Eqs. (7) and (8) also account for the
effective relative potential drops U1/U and U2/U=u1/U
within the CV peak at Cps „ 0 [1]. However, according
to the Gouy–Chapman theory [8], Cd varies with
potential and bulk electrolyte concentration. For that
reason C1/Cd refers to a mean value of the two C1/Cd

values before and after the CV peak, which can be
calculated from the corresponding measurable total
capacities CT at the base line. From Eq. (6) it follows
that

C1=Cd ¼ C1=CT � 1 ð9Þ

where C1 is determined by

C1 ¼ e0e1=d1 ð10Þ

with �0 the permittivity, �1 the dielectric constant and d1
the thickness of the ad-layer. In considering these IPD
relation Eq. (5) can be further evaluated. Substituting
Eq. (8) into Eq. (5) yields

U ¼U0þð1� m=nÞ U
1þCd=C1

þRT
nF

lnðCCcm
0;Hþ=CRÞ ð11Þ

Solving Eq. (11) for U gives

U ¼ 1

1� 1�m=n
1þCd=C1

U0 þ
RT
nF

lnðCOcm
0;Hþ=CRÞ

� �
ð12Þ

¼ U 00 þ
RT

nappF
lnðCOcm

0;Hþ=CRÞ ð13Þ

defining

napp ¼ n 1� 1� m=n
1þ Cd=C1

� �
¼ nþ mC1=Cd

1þ C1=Cd
ð14Þ

and

U 00 ¼
n

napp
U0 ð15Þ

Equation (14) involves two special cases of interest.
At m=0 it simplifies to

napp ¼
n

1þ C1=Cd
ð16Þ

as presented by Eq. (19) in [1] and at m=n or Cd�C1 at
high supporting electrolyte concentration to

napp ¼ n ð17Þ

At m=n the proton-coupled surface redox reaction
becomes independent of the potential drop of the diffuse
double layer because the Cd appears to be shortened by
proton transfer. The use of Eq. (13) also allows calcu-
lation of all other quantities related to the Nernst
equation. However, for practical purposes the non-
measurable potential drops U and U 00 must first be
replaced by the measurable potentials E and E0 with
respect to uM(ref) of a reference electrode.

To do so Eq. (13) combined with Eq. (15) can be
rewritten as

/M�/M refð Þ ¼ E¼ n
napp

/0
M�/M refð Þ þ RT

nappF lnðCOcm
0;Hþ

=CRÞ
¼ n

napp
½/0

M�/M refð Þ�þ n
napp
�1

� �
/M refð Þ þ �� �

¼ n
napp

E00þ n
napp
�1

� �
/M refð Þ þ �� �

¼ E000þ RT
nappF lnðCOcm

0;Hþ
=CRÞ

ð18Þ

where uM(ref) or uM(ref))uS is related to the potential of
zero charge (PZC) of the uncoated substrate electrode
with respect to the reference electrode [2, 5].

Thus, the consecutive equations of Eq. (13) can be
written as

Nox ¼
NT

1þ exp½�nappF ðE � E000Þ=RT �
ð19Þ

Qapp ¼
nappFNT

1þ exp½�nappF ðE � E000=RT Þ�
ð20Þ

and

iapp ¼
dQapp

dt

¼
n2
appF 2NTm exp½�nappF ðE � E000Þ=RT �

RT 1þ exp½�nappF ðE � E000ÞRT �
� �2 ¼Cps;appm

ð21Þ

where NT is the total number of adsorbed molecules, m
the scan rate of the outer voltage and Cps the redox
pseudocapacitance. If the potential ranges from
E � E000¼�1to1 Eq. (20) yields the apparent total
charge of the CV peak over the interpolated base line
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Qapp ¼ nappFNT ð22Þ

In the absence of lateral interaction [9, 10, 11, 12] at
CT fi 0 and disproportionation equilibria of two sepa-
rate electron transfers [13] the total width b1/2 at half-
height of the CV wave becomes

b1=2 ¼
90:6

napp
mV ð25 �CÞ ð23Þ

In the case of lateral interaction, n of the corre-
sponding equations must also be replaced by napp. The
peak current ip for instance can be expressed as

ip ¼
n2
appF 2NTm

RT ½4� CTðr0 þ rRÞ�
ð24Þ

where r0=r00)r0R and rR=rRR)rR0 are the parameters
for 00, RR, 0R and R0 lateral interactions.

Contributions of additional potential-dependent
parameters

Introducing the differential quotients dDGad/dE of the
oxidized and reduced species and also du1/dE in a
similar manner the surface redox valency n’ for the pH
dependence of the peak potential Ep was calculated [1].
From Eq. (8) it follows for du1/dE

d/1=dE¼ 1=ð1þCd=C1Þ ð25Þ

Substituting Eq. (25) into Eq. (33) in [1] yields

DEp=DpH ¼ 2:303mRT=nF

1� 1�m=n
1þCd=C1

þ d
dEðDGR;ad�DG0;adÞ=nF

¼ 2:303mRT=nF
nappþ d

dEðDGR;ad�DG0;adÞ=F
¼ 2:303mRT=n0F

ð26Þ

where

n0 ¼ napp þ
d

dE
ðDGR;ad � DG0;adÞ=F ¼ n0app ð26aÞ

Taking into account the differential quotients of the
free adsorption energies napp in Eq. (26a) has to be
replaced by the more complex electron number n’app,
whereby n’ relates to the slope of the Ep/pH depen-
dence and n’app to the faradaic charge of the CV
peaks. At equal differential free adsorption energies
n’app would agree with napp of Eq. (14) or Eq. (16),
respectively. An exact derivation for n’=n’app is given
in the Appendix starting from the Nernst equation as
their common thermodynamic basis. Consequently
napp in Eqs. (18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24) can be replaced
by n’app or by the more easily measurable n’. As de-
scribed above other differential quotients of possible
potential-dependent quantities, such as lateral interac-
tion coefficients, could also be introduced in certain
cases.

The true base line

The true base-line current i00 should be defined as a
theoretical background current being related to true
peak currents, which yield the true faradaic charge after
integration over the whole peak. Qtrue should refer to
thin-layer voltammetry with dissolved species. Initially
itrue was expressed by an unmodified equation using the
integer electron number, n [1]. Now the non-integer n’app
of Eq. (26a) should be applied. Then iapp is given by
Eq. (21) and itrue by

nitrue ¼
n

n0app
iapp ¼

n
n0app

Cps;appv ð27Þ

The further calculation follows the steps as previ-
ously described and which are illustrated in Fig. 2 of [1].
i0appshould be the supplementary current between the
interpolated and the true base-line currents i0 and i00.
Then it holds that

i0app ¼
n

n0app
Cps;app � Cps;app

 !
v ¼ n

n0app
� 1

 !
Cps;appv

ð28Þ

and i00 becomes

i00 ¼ i0 � i0app ¼
1

1=C1 þ 1=Cd
� n

n0app
� 1

 !
Cps;app

" #
v

ð29Þ

reaching a minimum for n’app<n at the peak potential
[1, 2] (or a maximum for n’app>n!), where Cps,app has a
maximum.

Discussion: reinterpretation of earlier experiments

At present no systematic experimental work exists,
which compares napp or n’app of background-subtracted
peak areas with n’ of Ep/pH relations. As an example of
a 2H+/2e) transfer the adsorption of FAD onto a
graphite electrode was presented [1]. The mean slope
DEp/DpH was 60 mV/pH at v=100 mV s)1 [14] indi-
cating m/n’=1. n’app could not be directly estimated with
sufficient accuracy. Therefore the relative peak areas A/
A0 in 0.1 M phosphate buffer of pH 7 without (A) and
with 1 M NaCl (A0) as supporting electrolyte at different
scan rates v were measured and extrapolated to v=0,
thus eliminating overvoltages1. The limiting value A/A0

was 0.897 (Table 1 of [1]) based upon a calculation of
the peak areas using the relative products of peak height,

1At v>0 ohmic resistances had to be introduced in the given sim-
plified equivalent circuit. Then algebraic expressions for n’ or n’app
could no longer be evaluated. In contradiction to the small slope of
Fig. 1a under reversible conditions the A/A0 values should be
independent of v. Furthermore, at too high sweep rates Eq. (4)
relating to equilibrium concentrations of H+ at the surface would
become invalid.
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h, and peak width at half height, b1/2, (straight line b of
Fig. 1). The earlier illustrative calculation of n’app values
would only be valid for m „ n. However, using the
gravimetrically evaluated cutout peaks of the anodic
scans A/A0 is 0.980±0.034 at v=0 according to the
straight line a of Fig. 1, where in agreement with
Eqs. (14) and (22) at m=n the measurements are inde-
pendent of Cd of the diffuse double layer. At d(DGR,ad)/
dE=d(DG0,ad)/dE for the relative large FAD molecule
Eq. (26) would yield napp=n’app=n’=n. This difference
between the two extrapolated A/A0 values can be for-
mally attributed to the occurrence of peak tailings,
which lead to inaccurate A/A0 values for hb1/2 mea-
surements.

Conclusions

Whereas in the previous contribution non-integer
apparent faradaic and Nernstian electron numbers napp
and n’ were introduced, it has now been shown that n’app
and n’ should be identical. In the special case of m=n of
proton-coupled electron transfer, the equations become
independent of the potential drop or the capacitance at
the diffuse double layer. If the electroactive ad-layer is
covered with an additional electroinactive layer with the
capacitance C2, 1/Cd must be replaced by 1/Cd+1/C2

leading to a drastic peak shortening and broadening [2].
However, the calculations are then complicated by the
occurrence of ohmic resistances. Further experimental
work must be done to confirm the deduced equations.

Finally, it should be noted that no expressions for
electrosorption processes have been presented. These
were characterized by a fractional electrosorption va-
lency, c, which refers to partial charge transfer of
chemisorbed species [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20]. However,
partial charge transfers should be already involved in the
differential free adsorption energies in Eq. (26).
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Appendix

Introducing the Galvani potentials and the free adsorp-
tion energies of the reactants the Nernst equation refer-
ring to the redox reaction of Eq. (5) can be written as

U ¼ U0 þ ð1� m=nÞ/1 þ ðDG0;ad � DGR;adÞ=nF

þ RT
nF

lnðCOcm
Hþ=CRÞ ð30Þ

Differentiation of Eq. (30) with respect to the peak
potential Ep leads to Eq. (26) describing the slope of the
Ep/pH response and toEq. (26a) orEq. (33) in [1] defining
the electron number n’. In order to get the apparent
faradaic chargeQ0appby integration over theCVpeak [1] or
n’app, respectively, Eq. (30) may be rewritten as

U � /1 ¼ U1 ¼ U0 �
m
n

/1 þ ðDG0;ad � DGR;adÞ=nF

þ RT
nF

lnðCOcm
Hþ=CRÞ ð31Þ

whereby the effective potential drop U1 is used. Intro-
ducing the potential-dependent parameters u1 and DGad

Eq. (31) becomes

U1 ¼ U 00 �
d

dU1

m
n

/1 þ ðDGR;ad � DG0;adÞ=nF
h i

U1

þ RT
nF

lnðCOcm
0;Hþ=CRÞ ð32Þ

and by solving for U1

1þ d

dU1

m
n

/1 þ ðDGR;ad � DG0;adÞ=nF
h i	


U1

¼ U 00 þ
RT
nF

lnðCOcm
0;Hþ=CRÞ ð33Þ

and

U1¼U01þ
RT
nxF

lnðCOcm
0;Hþ=CRÞ ð34Þ

defining the formal electron number nx

nx¼ 1þ d

dU1

m
n

/1þðDGR;ad � DG0;adÞ=nF
h i	


n ð35Þ

and

U01¼
n
nx

U 00 ð36Þ

According to Eq. (18) in [1]Q0appis given by the integral

Q0app ¼
1

1þ C1=Cd

Z1

�1

cpsdðU1 � U01Þ

¼ nxFNT

1þ C1=Cd
¼ n0appFNT ð37Þ

Fig. 1a, b Dependence of the relative peak areas A/A0 for 2
nanomoles FAD as adsorbate on a spectrographic graphite rod of
6 mm diameter (Ringsdorff–Werke) in 0.1 M phosphate buffer of
pH 7 with (A0) and without 1 M NaCl (A) as supporting electrolyte
at different scan rates mV s)1. a Gravimetrical values of cutout
peaks. b Relative products of peak height, h, and peak width at
half-height, b1/2
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where now n of the unmodified Nernst equation is re-
placed by nx and U0 by U01 taking into account that Cps

is derived from the Nernst equation by differentiation,
whereas the integration follows the opposite way.

Comparing the two derivations for n’ and n’app it can
be seen that different differential quotients are used: for
n’ the differentiation is carried out with respect to the
whole potential drop U but for n’app only to the smaller
effective potential drop U1. The identity of n’app with n’
follows from the conversion of Eq. (38). It holds that

1

1þ C1=Cd

dx
dU1
¼ 1

1þ C1=Cd

dx
dU

dU
dU1

¼ 1

1þ C1=Cd
ð1þ C1=CdÞ

dx
dU
¼ dx

dU

ð38Þ

where dU/dU1 is given by Eq. (7). Finally, the combi-
nation of Eqs. (35, 36, 37, 38) yields n’app=n’ as follows

n0app

¼ nx

1þC1=Cd

¼ 1

1þC1=Cd
1þ d

dU1

m
n
/1þðDGR;ad�DG0;adÞ=nF

h i	

n

¼ 1

1þC1=Cd
þ m

n
1

1þC1=Cd
þ d

dU
ðDGR;ad�DG0;adÞ=nF

� �
n

¼ nþmC1=Cd

1þC1=Cd
þ d

dU
ðDGR;ad�DG0;adÞ=F ¼ n0

ð39Þ

where the quotient of the last row agrees with napp of
Eq. (14).

Supplement

The beginning of the second row of the product of
Eq. (32) in [1] should be written with a multiplication
sign.
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